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A b stract
Complex valued systems of equations with a matrix R + iS where R and S 
are real valued arise in many applications. A preconditioned iterative solution 
method is presented when R and S  are symmetric positive semi-definite and at 
least one of R, S is positive definite. The condition number of the preconditioned 
matrix is bounded above by 2 , so only few iterations are required. Applications 
when solving matrix polynomial equation systems, linear systems of ordinary 
differential equations, and using time-stepping integration schemes based on 
Pade approximation for parabolic and hyperbolic problems are also discussed.
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1 In tro d u c tio n
Complex valued systems arise in many applications. A common case is the solution 
of a matrix polynomial equation
(1.1) Qm(A)x = b
where A is a real square matrix and Qm is a polynomial of degree m  which has no 
zeroes at the eigenvalues of A. With no limitation we may assume that the leading 
coefficient of Qm is ( — 1)™. Letting z% be the zeroes of Qm we find
m
' -  z kr )x = ,j-
k = 1
or assuming that z% 7  ^ zi,k  ^  I,
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x = ^ 2 a k(A -  zkI) 1b 
k = 1
where a* =  [Qm(zk)}^1 ■ Hence the solution of (1.1) can be computed by solving to 
systems
(1.2) { A - z kI ) y W = b ,  * = 1,2, . . . ,  to
in parallel and then forming x = £ ( ikV^ ■ In general, zu are complex numbers. 
To avoid complex arithmetic the systems will be reduced to real valued form. The 
systems in (1.2) have a special form. Consider more generally
(1.3) (R + iS ) (x  + iy) = u +iv,
where R , S  are real matrices of order N  and x ,y ,u , v  € RN . Normally R  and S  are 
large but sparse matrices. We assume that R  and R + S R ^ S  are nonsingular. This 
holds, in particular, if R  is symmetric and positive definite (s.p.d.) and S  is symmetric. 
Alternatively, if S  and S + R S ^ R  are nonsingular (but R  is possibly singular), we 
multiply (1 .1) by the imaginary unit and consider (S — iR)(x + iy) = v — iu.
Using the identity,
(J -  i S R ^ 1)(R + iS) = R +  S R ^ S ,  
we find the solution to (1.3)
x  +  iy = (R + S R ^ S ) - 1^  -  i S R - v)(u + iv)
or
(1.4a) x = ( R  + S R - 1S ) - 1(u + S R - 1v)
(1.46) y = (R + S R ^ S ) - 1^  -  S R ^ u ) .
Here we have reduced the system (1.3) to real valued form.
The computation of the vectors x ,y  using (1.4a,b) straightforwardly require two 
solutions of systems with both R +  S R ^ S  and R  and some additional matrix-vector 
multiplications and vector operations. In order to reduce the computational effort we 
note first that (1.3) is equivalent to
, . ƒ Rx  — Sy = u
( j \  Sx  + Ry = v.
Hence, having computed x  by (1.4a) we can alternatively compute y from
Ry = v — Sx,
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instead of using (1.4b). This saves one solution with a system with R + S R  1S.
In this form the method to solve (1.3) using real valued arithmetic is:
Solve, in order,
(1.6a) (R + S R - 1S)x = u + S R - 1v
(1.66) Ry = v — Sx.
The method can be generalized in the following way introducing a real parameter a. 
Rewrite (1.5) in the form
Rx  — Sy = u 
(R + aS)y  — (aR  — S)x = v — au.
Eliminating y we find
Rx  — S(R + aS)~1(aR  — S)x = u + S(R  + aS,)_1(w — au).
Using the identity
a R  -  S = a(R + aS)  -  (1 +  a 2)S,
we obtain finally
(1.7a) Gax = u + S(R  + aS,)_1(w — au),
where
(1.76) Ga = R ^ a S +  (1 + a 2)S(R + a S ' ^ S .
We assume here that R + aS  and Ga are nonsingular.
If a = 0, (1.7a) reduces to (1.6a). Evidently, (1.7a) can be useful if R  is ill- 
conditioned (or even singular) but S  is such that R + a S  is better conditioned for 
some a  ^  0. The system in the form (1.7) was considered first in [11]. For practical 
reasons (1.7a) should be solved by iteration. As we will see, when R  is s.p.d. and S  
is symmetric solving (1.7a) by iteration is essentially equivalent to solving (1.6a) by 
some iteration method using (R + a S ) R ^ 1(R + aS)  as a preconditioner. The latter 
method was considered in [1], [2].
If we solve (1.6a) or (1.7a) by a direct solution method we must form R +  S R ^ S  
or the matrix in (1.7b). This would frequently be too costly both with respect to 
computational labor and memory requirements. Iterative solution methods do not 
require the formation of these matrices and are particularly efficient when S  and R  
are sparse.
A basic iteration method has the form
(1.8) C(x‘i+ i x = -TlT = 0,1,
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where x° is a given initial approximation, C is a preconditioning matrix and rj are 
acceleration parameters, such as in a Chebyshev iteration method. Similar computa­
tions occur in conjugate gradient type methods (see, for instance, [3]).
The most efficient form of the computation of the residual rl is the following. We 
have from (1.7a)
rl = (R — aS)x l — u + S(R  + aS,)_1[(l +  a 2)Sx l — v + au}.
Using the identity
(1 +  a2)S = a(R  + aS) + S — aR
we obtain
rl = Rx l — u — S(R  +  a S ) ^ 1[(aR — S)xl + v — au ].
This shows that we can compute rl in the following way:
(1.9a) Solve (R + aS)y l = (aR — S)x l + v — au
(1.96) rl = R x l — Sy l — u
In this form we avoid the initial computation of the right hand side vector (R + 
aS,)_1(w — au). In addition, the vector yl is found as a part of the computation of rl 
so there is no need to solve (1.6b) when x  has been computed. These savings can be 
significant because normally the systems with R  or with R + aS  are the most costly 
parts of the whole computation. Also as we shall see, in many cases one can choose 
the parameter a  or a preconditioning matrix C efficiently so that in total there will 
be few iteration. A savings of two solutions with R + a S  can therefore be important.
Iterative solutions of complex systems have been considered for instance, in [1] - 
[5], [7] - [11]. Real valued forms have been considered in [1], [2], [10] and [11]. The 
remainder of the present paper is organized as follows.
In the next section preconditioning matrices for (1.6a) and (1.7a) are analysed, 
condition number estimates and the optimal value of parameter a  are obtained, and 
a two-parametric extension of the system (1.7) is presented. An efficient algorithm 
for solving matrix polynomial completes section 2. In section 3 various applications 
of the methods are considered when solving the Cauchy problems including parabolic 
and hyperbolic equations.
2 Efficient p recondition ing  m ethods for com plex sys­
tem s reduced  to  real valued form
Consider (1.7a) where we assume that R  is symmetric and positive definite and S  is 
symmetric and positive semidefinite. Let R + a S  be a preconditioner to Ga in (1.7b).
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To analyse the corresponding condition number we let H = R ?SR  2 and consider 
the generalized eigenvalue problem
n(R + aS)x  = Gax,
where fi is the eigenvalue corresponding to an eigenvector x. Equivalently
(2.1) fi(I + aH)y = [I -  a H  + (1 +  a 2)H(I  + a H ^ H j y ,  
where y = R?x.
If ARx = S x , x  ^  0 or, equivalently, Hy = Xy,y ^  0 then (2.1) shows that
1 — aA + (1 +  a 2)X2/ (1 +  aX)
M= 1 + aA
or
1 + A2 
(1 +  aA)2 '
Following up a remark made on the equivalence between the methods based on 
(1.6a) and (1.7b), this shows that, under the assumption made on R  and S, the 
preconditioning matrix R + a S  for Ga will have the same rate of convergence as the 
preconditioning matrix C = (R + a S)R~1(R + aS)  in (1.8) when rl is defined by 
(1 .6a), i.e.
rl = (R+  S R ^ S ) ! 1 -  (u + SR-^v) ,  1 = 0,1, . . .
The latter method can be rewritten in the form
(2 .2 ) a 2C’_1r i = x l — (7- 1[((a:2 — 1 )R — 2aS)x l +  a 2(u + SR^v)], !,  =  0 ,1 ,.. .
Hence apart from computing R ^ v  once, in (2.2), there is no need to solve systems 
with matrix R  in any of the two methods.
Both methods involve two solutions with the matrix R + a S  at each iteration 
step: In method (1.6a) to solve a system with preconditioner C and in method (1.7a), 
implemented as in (1.9a,b), one solution of a system where this matrix is needed to 
compute rl and one for the preconditioner.
2.1 C ondition num ber estim ate
We want to choose a  to minimize the spectral condition number Umax/ Hmm-
Theorem  2.1. Assume that R  is s.p.d. and S  is symmetric and positive semidef­
inite. Then the extreme eigenvalues of (R+ aS)~1Ga, where Ga is defined in (1.7b), 
satisfy
6
if 0 < a  < A_  I l+Q25 
Vmin ~   ^ 1+A2 if X < a
I (1+aA)2’
{
1 , if « < «
1+ \ 2 if 0 < a < a
(1+aA)2’ -
where A is the maximum eigenvalue of R ^ S  and a = -----} . . The spectral condi-
l+ V l+ A 2
tion number is minimized when a = a, in which case it takes the value
_  .2 _  VT
f^max / f^min — 1 +  CK — 2
1 +  y / l  +  A2 ’
Proof. The bounds of the extreme eigenvalues follow by elementary computations 
of ¡j, = (1 +  A2)/(1 +  aA)2, 0 < A < A. Similary, it is readily seen that /¿max/ /¿mm 
is minimized for some a  in the interval a < a < A, where Umax =  1- Hence, it is 
minimized for a = argmaxd<Q(l +  a 2)-1 , i.e. for a = a. □
Note that condition number is bounded above by 2 for any choice of a, a  < a < 1. 
In practice A is often large, so a = 1 — 1/A +  0(  1/A2), A —¥ oo. Therefore , if A is 
not known we let a = 1 , in which case the smallest eigenvalue is | ,  the largest is 1 
and the condition number takes the value 2 .
It is well known that the preconditioned Chebychev or the conjugate gradient 
methods to solve (1.7a) converge with a convergence factor
( _/ w here a  =  +  1)
ftmin
and I is the iteration number.
2.2 A tw o-param etric  real valued m ethod
As has been shown in [11], the method in (1.7a) can be extended using two parameters. 
Let then 0 < (i < a  and consider
(2.3) (R +  ^ S ) - 1Gax =  (R+
where Ga is defined in (1.7b) and
ba = u +  S(R  +  aS,)_1(w — au).
Similarly
(2.4) { R + }-S ) -1Gl3x = ( R + ^ S ) - 1bl3.
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_ iß / r> I  ^ 1/^ (cü + 1)^ , 1 0\— 1/^
G a’'3 “  2(ßi + l ) { R + ß b) ~  2(aÌ2~+T)' a  Ga
1 1
and ba}ß is defined similarly. If H  = has eigenvalue A, a computation
shows th a t G a^  has eigenvalues
»= I(1 +  Ì ) t t ^ - | ( 1 +  ì ) i t ^lz -°/ _  a-b r-i 1 abrt(l-rt) -i
2ab L (1 — — ai]) -I
where
a ~  2 a  l ^ 2 l ß + ß > - h  " = T T Ä 5
and 0 < r] < 1 , since 0 < A < 00. 
Using (2.5) it can be shown tha t
2^ l^raax _  ^ + 1  2^
M»»*» o>\f2 +  \ /  (1 +  1
where we have let /3 =  1, which is optimal value of /3 to  minimize the condition 
number. Since the function in the right hand side of (2.6) is monotonically increasing 
in a, we let a be a number close to  1 (but a > 1, because a  > (i). The lower bound 
of the condition number, which is taken for a = 1 is ( ^ j )2 =  |  =  1-125.
Each iteration of the above two-parametric method involves four solutions of sys­
tems with R + 8 S ,  where 8 = a, I ¡a, (i, and 1 /  (i. Alternatively, we can use two steps 
of the Chebyshev iteration method with one param eter, the cost of which will be about 
the same as one step of the two-parametric method. Since both methods involve ra­
tional functions in H  of the same order, and because of the optimality property of the 
Chebyshev iteration method, it can be seen th a t the latter does never converge slower 
than the first method. Hence, since both methods involve about the same amount of 
computations, there is actually no advantage in using a two-parametric precondition­
ing method compared to  a one param etric when a Chebyshev or conjugate gradient 
acceleration method is used. However, a two-parametric method is better tailored 
for parallel computers, because a twice bigger number of parallel processors can be 
utilized than in the one-parametric method.
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2.3 Solving m a tr ix  po lynom ial eq u a tio n
Consider now the m atrix polynomial equation (1.1). We assume th a t Qm has real co­
efficients. We want to  reduce the solution of (1.1) to  a number of first order equations. 
To this end, we note th a t Qm can be factored in first and second order factors with 
real coefficients, where each second factor corresponds to  a pair of complex conjugate 
roots of Qm. Therefore, it suffices to  consider a second order polynomial
(2.7) P2(A) = 1 + 2Re(a)A + aaA2,
where —a -1 , —a are the roots of P2. An elementary computation shows th a t 
P2- 1(A) = b i l  + a A ) - 1 + b(I + a  A ) - 1
where
a 1 .lR e (a )  
a — a 2 2 Im(a)
To solve P2(A)y = ƒ, we then compute
(I  +  aA)v =  ƒ 
(J + aA)w =  ƒ 
y = bv + few,
where y = P2(A )^1f .  If ƒ is real, then
w =  (I +  aA) -1 f  =  v,
so, in this case, it suffices to  solve one and and only one such system with matrix 
(J +  aA). We compute then a solution of P2(A)y = ƒ, in order
(I + a A ) v  = f  
1 y = bv + bv = 2Re(fow).
3 Applications for differential equations
Let u and ƒ be iV-dimensional vector functions and consider the system of ordinary 
differential equations
(3.1) +  Lu(t) = f ( t ) ,  t  > 0, «(0) =  «o
at
where L is an N  x N  real m atrix which does not depend on t and with eigenvalues 
with positive real parts.
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3.1 Periodic source function
Assume f ( t ) to  be periodic in t, i.e.
f i t )  = foeiut
where fo is a real constant vector. As is well known, the solution of (3.1) takes the 
form
t
u(t) = exp(—Lt)uo +  J exp(L(s  — t )) f (s)ds
o
and an elementary computation shows th a t for the periodic function ƒ,
(3.2) u(t) = exp(—Lt)(u  o — vq) + etutvo
where vq is the solution of
(3.3) (L + icoI)v0 = fo-
By assumption, exp( -Lt )  —¥ 0 so the stationary solution of (3.1) is periodic, etu,tvo- 
Note th a t (3.3) has the form (1.2). To compute vq we proceed as follows. Let vq = 
x  + iy, where x, y are real. To apply (1.7a,b) and Theorem 2.1 we let R  = L, S  = u l ,  
and find
 ^ u  .  1A =  -------7— , a  = a  =
Xmini,IJ) j  1 | ( Amin (L) _|_ Amin (L)
y ' LU ' LU
If Amin(L) is not known, we let a  = 1 . The spectral condition number of the precon­
ditioned matrix is bounded above by 2 for 0 < u  < oo.
We can compare the obtained result with the efficiency of complex valued itera­
tive methods for solving (3.3). For example, one could choose L  as an preconditioner 
for (3.3) and solve such preconditioned system with a matrix J  +  i u L by com­
plex valued iterative schemes with Chebyshev or conjugate gradient-like parameters
[9]. Eigenvalues of preconditioned matrix J  +  i u L are complex and located in the 
segment [d,C 2], where c\ = 1 +  i u / \ max(L), c2 = 1 +  iuj/ Xmin(L). In the latter 
case the number of iterations will be proportional to  the square root of the condition 
number (see [9])
Kil + iusL-1) = +
Armn(-k) ^
For large oj we have k ~  , so complex iterative methods will converge very
slowly, while for the proposed method a number of iterations 1(e), where e is a required 
tolerance, is bounded by
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In -  2
I e < -----7^  — 0.5673 In .‘■■iK '
Summarizing the above algorithmic improvements and taking into account th a t fo 
is real the real valued iterative method for solving the system (3.3) takes the following 
form.
x° ,y°  — initial guess 
For I =  0 ,1 , . . . ,  do 
Solve (L  + au)I)yl = (a L  — u l ) x l — afo
(3.4) rl = L x l -  toy1 -  f 0
Solve (L  + au)I)w = —T/r1
x l+1 = x l + w 
enddo
Clearly, the method (3.4) is applicable also when ƒ is a sum of periodic functions, 
ƒ =  J2 fk S zu,kt, in which case we seek u in the form u = exp(—Lt)(uo — J 2 vk) + 
J 2 vkfiluJkt, where each vk satisfies (L + iu)^I)vk = fk- Note th a t the vectors vk can 
be computed in parallel, and each matrix to  be solved in (3.4) is better conditioned 
the larger the frequency u)k- For small frequencies, it can be efficient to  consider the 
system (I  — instead.
3.2 Parabolic problem s, general source function
Consider now (3.1) for a general function ƒ. The exponential function in (3.2) can be 
approximated using a Pade approximation
^  k\ (k + m  — j)l ^  ml (k + m  — j)l  (^ z)J 
km Z (k ~  jV- (k + m)l j l  (m — j)\  (k + m)l jl
which has error (see, for instance, [6])
e'Z ~  Rkm(z) = M U , *k+m+1 + 0 ( z k+m+2).(k +  to)!(k +  to +  1)'
It is known th a t if to >  2, then the denominator polynomial has complex zeroes, 
except when to is odd in which case one zero is real. Hence the arising matrix 
polynomial equation can be solved using the methods in Sections 1 and 2. This 
particular application has been discussed previously in [1], [2] .
Consider now the following step by step approximation of type R 22 of (3.1),
(3.5) (J +  L  +  ^ t 2L2)u n+i = (I  -  ^ t L  +  ^ t 2L2)m„ +  rtj>n,
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where
4>n = ^(fn+1 + Jn) +  ^ r L ( f n+1 -  ƒ„) -  r(f 'n+1 - f ' j ,  71 = 0, . . . ,
and r  is the step-size. This approximation has an optimal fourth order of accuracy. 
It is computationally efficient to  rewrite (3.5) in the form
(J +  ^ t L  + ^ r 2L 2){un+1 -  u n) = t (  L u n + <j>n), n = 0 ,1 , . . .
Applying (2.7), (2.8) we obtain the following algorithm:
For n = 0 , 1 , . . . ,  do
9n — L u n +  4*ni
(3.7) Solve (I  + (1 +  ~ ^ i ) j L ) v  = rgn
Un-\-1 — U'n ""t”
enddo,
where wj^e and wjm denote the real and imaginary parts of v, respectively.
Assuming th a t L  is positive semi-definite, which is typical for parabolic second 
order problems where the differential operator in space has been discretized using 
finite difference or finite element methods, and using the previously discussed method 
to  solve the complex system with preconditioner (J +  j L  + a - ^ L )  where in Theorem 
2.1, R =  I + I L , S = ^ L
A =  m,axX((I +  ^ L ) ^ 1 ~ ^= L)  < -^=,
we find
d  _  1 / 7 3  _  1 
^  i +  2 +  y r
The condition number k of the corresponding preconditioned m atrix is (see The­
orem 2.1 )
K = 1 +  a 2 = — ^-¡= ~  1.072.
2 +  's /i
This corresponds to  a reduction factor
^ - = 0 . 0 1 8
V K +  1
and with such a small reduction factor it suffices in practice with two or three itera­
tions to  solve (3.7).
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3.3 H yperbolic problems
Consider now the problem (3.1) in the form
dU
(3.8) —  + LU = F(t), t > 0, 17(0) =  U0
where
■ [ / « ' 0 - I 0
. u{2)
, L  = L  0 , F  = . ƒ (* ) .
and L is symmetric positive semi-definite, typically a discrete analog of the negative 
Laplacian operator. Systems of the form (3.8) arise when solving second order wave 
equations +  f ( x , y ) , t  > 0 for instance. To solve (3.8) we apply the
previously presented i?22~Pade type approximation and the algorithm in (3.7) takes 
now the form:




Uk ~  J2r (/n+ l “  fn
(D 1/2 (fn+l + fn) ~  l 2T(/«+l “  fn
Solve V  = rgn,(! + 7 ,
Un-\-1 — Un .[. V .I. n/3\ [n |. 71 — 0, 1, . . .
enddo
To find components V ^ ,  V ^  of V (3.9) shows th a t we must solve the equation
(3.10) [ I + ( l  + V3 i ) T- L ] w  = iij,
where ip = gn'1 + (1 +  i)^gn \  and then compute
1/W =  TO,
1/(2) =  ( V 3 * - 3 ) ( ^ 1} - w) .











If L  is the standard difference approximation of the Laplacian operator on a unit 
square and r  =  h, where h, is the space discretization param eter, then
4 4 + 719
and the condition number of the preconditioned m atrix (cf. Theorem 2.1) becomes
k < 1 H---------% = — ~  1.04
“  (4 +  7 I 9 )2
which results in a reduction factor
7« _ 10 .01 .
7« - 1
Note th a t in this case, when r  =  0(h ) ,  the preconditioned matrix (3.11) has a con­
dition number 0(1). Therefore, each such system can be solved with a computational 
cost O(N) ,  where N  is the degree of freedoms. Hence, the above algorithm works 
essentially as an explicit time-stepping method, but is still unconditionally stable.
4 Conclusions
It has been shown how certain complex valued linear systems of equations can be 
rewritten to  involve only real arithm etic and how the resulting system can be solved 
efficiently by iteration involving a positive definite system as preconditioner and a 
small condition number which is not greater than 2.
Various applications of the method when solving matrix polynomial equations and 
evolution equations are also demonstrated.
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